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Abstract. Deep convection is a major atmospheric trans-
port process in the tropics, affecting the global weather and
the climate system. In the framework of the ARISE (Atmo-
sphericdynamicsResearchInfraStructureinEurope)project,
we combine model simulations of tropical deep convection
withinsitugroundmeasurementsfromanIMS(International
Monitoring System) infrasound station in the Ivory Coast to
analyze the effects of density current propagation. The WRF
(Weather Research and Forecasting) model is ﬁrstly run in
a simpliﬁed (referred to as “idealized case”) and highly re-
solved conﬁguration to explicitly account for convective dy-
namics. Then, a coarser three-dimensional simulation (re-
ferred to as “real”) is nudged towards meteorological reanal-
ysis data in order to compare the real case with the idealized
model and in situ observations.
In the 2-D run, the evolution of a deep convective cloud
generates a density current that moves outward up to 30km
away from storm center. The increase in surface density (up
to 18gm−3 larger than surrounding air) is mostly due to the
sudden temperature decrease (down to −2 ◦C, with respect
to the domain-averaged value) from diabatic cooling by rain
evaporation near ground level. It is accompanied by a dra-
matic decrease in relative humidity (down to −50%), buoy-
ancy (down to −0.08ms−2), equivalent potential tempera-
ture (25 ◦C lower than the planetary boundary layer (PBL))
and the rapid enhancement of horizontal wind speed (up
to 15ms−2). If temperature and density changes are strong
enough, surface pressure becomes largely affected and high-
frequency disturbances (up to several tens of Pa) can be de-
tected at the leading edges of density current. The moister
and warmer air of subcloud layer is lifted up and replaced by
a more stable ﬂow. The resulting thermodynamical instabili-
tiesareshowntoplayakeyroleintriggeringnewconvection.
If the initial environment is sufﬁciently unstable, they can
give rise to continuous updrafts that may lead to the transi-
tion from single-cell to multicell cloud systems, even without
the presence of an initial wind shear.
The overall consistence and similarity between idealized
and real simulation, and the good agreement of the real case
with in situ retrievals of temperature, pressure, wind speed
and direction, seem to conﬁrm the ability of 2-D and 3-
D models to well reproduce convective dynamics. Surface
pressure disturbances, simulated in both the idealized and
real cases as a consequence of cold pool propagation, are
very similar to those recorded in the Ivory Coast. Present
results stress the direct link between mesoscale convective
system activity and high-frequency surface pressure varia-
tions, suggesting the possibility of developing a new method
for real-time rainstorm tracking based on the ground-based
infrasound monitoring of pressure ﬁeld.
1 Introduction
The tropics are a region of Earth accounting for about
two-thirds of global precipitation, most of which occurs
in mesoscale cloud systems (Nesbitt et al., 2006), where
large-scale deep convection represents the dominant trans-
port process of heat, moisture and momentum in the free
troposphere. Through planetary-wave activity (Hoskins and
Karoly, 1981), large-scale tropical convective heating affects
extra-tropical weather and energy cycle, ocean–atmosphere
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interaction and monsoon system variability. Understanding
how deep convection forms and the different ways in which
it organizes into multiscale cloud systems (in the 1–100km
range) is a fundamental issue to increase further our ability
to model the climate system.
It is well established that several factors can act to affect
the development of deep convection. Among these factors,
sea surface temperature, dry-air entrainment and wind shear
have usually been considered of primary importance (e.g.,
Bony et al., 1997; LeMone et al., 1998; Yoneyama and Par-
sons, 1999). In more recent times, scientists have focused
on lesser known feedbacks (initialized by deep convection
itself) that may have a critical role in the development of
new convective cells. In particular, deep convective clouds
can generate strong downdrafts that introduce cold and dry
air into the planetary boundary layer (PBL). According to
Betts (1976), this is probably due to the combined effect of
evaporative cooling from rain and the downward transport
of drier and potentially warmer air from above into the un-
saturated subcloud layer. While evaporation (which is a heat
sink and a water vapor source) cools and moistens, down-
ward transport warms and dries the air. Therefore any combi-
nation of these effects can result. Analyzing data from north-
central Venezuela, Betts (1976) observed that the subcloud
layer becomes typically colder and dryer after the occurrence
of a tropical convective rain event. As the downdraft hits the
ground and spreads outward, it may give rise to a consistent
surface outﬂow (generally called “density current” or “cold
pool”) that replaces the warmer and moister air of the sub-
cloud layer (lifted upward). The PBL is stabilized in the cen-
ter of the spreading cold pool, but new convection is trig-
gered at its boundaries (Tompkins et al., 2001). In the case
of wind shear, the cloud may tilt and the less buoyant down-
draft would not be weakened by the convective updraft. In
this case, continuous updrafts may rise along the cold pool’s
leading edge, and if organized in a line, multicell storms may
propagate downshear in the form of a squall line. The im-
portance of cold pools in triggering new convection (orga-
nizing atmospheric circulation and supporting the develop-
ment of deep convective clouds) has been stressed by the
work of Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006), performed dur-
ing the Large-scale Biosphere–Atmosphere (LBA) experi-
ment in Amazonia. Performing several 3-D high-resolution
simulations of convective system diurnal life cycle (using
the forcing derived from the observation made during the
ﬁeld experiment), they showed that, if rain evaporation is
(externally) suppressed, shallow convection does not transit
to deep convection. In their analysis, cold pool dynamics is
showntoplayakeyroleindeterminingtheformationofdeep
clouds, while other factors (e.g., boundary layer turbulence,
additional tropospheric moistening, wind shear) are of sec-
ondary importance. Deep clouds, less subjected to buoyancy
lossbydry-airentrainmentthanshallowclouds,penetratethe
atmosphere more efﬁciently and develop stronger precipita-
tion, which further increases cold pool intensity.
Since the early 1940s, it has been also observed that
mesoscale cloud systems (MCS) are accompanied by differ-
ent types of surface pressure perturbations (Orlanski, 1975),
probably shaped by the system’s precipitation and wind ﬁeld
(Knievel and Johnson, 1998). The idea that saturated down-
drafts in thunderstorms can raise pressure hydrostatically,
as a consequence of the atmospheric response to cooling
by rain evaporation (e.g., Byers and Braham, 1949; Sawyer,
1946; Fujita, 1959) and water mass from hydrometeor load-
ing (Sanders and Emanuel, 1977; Nicholls et al., 1988), is not
new. Subsequent studies have also pointed out the role of mi-
nor nonhydrostatic effects leading to pressure enhancements,
directly beneath the downdraft as a result of its impinging on
the ground (Fujita, 1959, 1963) and at the leading edge of the
outﬂow, with the rise of dynamic pressure as a consequence
of the collision with the warmer inﬂow (Wakimoto, 1982).
However, to our knowledge, there is a lack in the recent lit-
erature of the systematic study of statistical properties of the
smaller and highest frequency surface pressure perturbations
that modern numerical model simulations and state of the art
instrument observations can easily and fruitfully address.
Some studies (e.g., Brunk, 1953) have also suggested
that surface pressure perturbations are due to gravity waves
(GWs), generated by the thunderstorm itself. Indeed, in the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), convective clouds
are a primary source of GWs. As the cloud extends vertically
andtheconvectiveturretreachesthetropopause,alargespec-
trum of gravity waves is produced. Their wavelength varies
between 5 and 50km, with periods between 10 and 60min
(Lane and Moncrieff, 2008). Gravity waves are ampliﬁed
withincreasingaltitude,interactingindifferentwayswiththe
background wind ﬁeld. A number of works (e.g., Lane and
Clark, 2002; Lane and Reeder, 2006) show that GWs gener-
ated by tropical MCS can propagate very efﬁciently into the
stratosphere.Underspeciﬁcassumption,high-frequencyGW
generated by MCS can propagate in the troposphere, upward
and opposite to the direction of the storm motion (Fovell
et al., 1992), and promote new cloud formation. For in-
stance, using a 2-D nonhydrostatic cloud model constrained
by the TOGA COARE (Tropical Ocean and Global Atmo-
sphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment)
campaign data over the equatorial western Paciﬁc, Shige and
Satomure (2001) explain the generation of tropical shallow
convection by the action of high-frequency gravity waves.
As HFGW are expected to rapidly lose energy trough ver-
tical propagation into the middle atmosphere, a mechanism
for trapping their energy is needed. In the case of Shige and
Satomure (2001), the waves were ducted in the troposphere
below an unstable layer (containing a critical level), with a
Richardson number lower than 0.25, triggering new convec-
tion ahead of a more slowly spreading cold pool. Vertical and
horizontal storm motion as well as latent heating and cooling
can excite gravity waves hydrostatically through mass redis-
tribution, but (as this work suggests) there may be nonhydro-
static and infrasonic effects on surface pressure as well.
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1.1 Strategy and purposes
The goal of this work is to analyze in detail the development
of a tropical deep convective cloud, the boundary-layer evo-
lution accompanying the convective event and its cold-pool
outﬂow. At the same time, we aim to provide further evi-
dence that cold pool propagation is a leading factor in pro-
ducing high-frequency surface pressure disturbances, as ob-
served beneath tropical thunderstorms. To address this issue,
we compare WRF numerical simulations with in situ ground
measurements.
The development of the IMS (International Monitoring
System) network, for a constant veriﬁcation of the CTBT
(Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty), affords the op-
portunity to explore accurate and permanent observations of
atmospheric acoustic signals from 60 infrasound stations ho-
mogeneously distributed over the globe. This network is part
of the ARISE 2012–2015 (Atmospheric dynamics Research
InfraStructure in Europe) project, funded by the European
Commission with the aim to coordinate, integrate and opti-
mize different infrastructures (e.g., airglow, lidar, infrasound
stations, forecasting modeling, etc.) in order to provide at-
mospheric observations from the troposphere to the meso-
sphere. Each station consists of an array of four or more mi-
crobarometers (over an area of 1–9km2) and measures the
azimuthal angle and horizontal phase velocity of propagating
waves. Waves referred to as infrasonic cover sounds above
0.001Hz and up to 20Hz. IMS stations are sensitive to infra-
sonic signals in the range between 0.01 and 5Hz, and can de-
tect gravity waves with an amplitude response of several Pa
after correction. They have been used for different research
purposes, ranging from earthquake (Le Pichon et al., 2003;
Garcesetal.,2005),volcano(EversandHaak,2001)andhur-
ricanemonitoring(Hetzeretal.2008)toatmosphericdynam-
ics studies. Here, we make use of surface pressure signals ac-
quired by IMS station IS17 in the Ivory Coast, at 6.670◦ N,
4.850◦ W, close to the ITCZ.
Numerical simulations are performed using the Weather
Research and Forecasting model (WRF; Skamarock et al.,
2008) version 3.4.1 (released on 16 August 2012), which is
able to explicitly resolve convective atmospheric motion due
to its high frequency and small-scale 3-D motions. The pos-
sibility of running the model in a 2-D idealized conﬁgura-
tion offers the unique possibility to perform simpliﬁed ex-
periments and analyze cloud dynamics at different spatial
scales, controlling external parameters as wind shear, orog-
raphy, temperature and humidity proﬁle. Idealized numerical
experiments are designed to be, although simple, relatively
close to a tropical environment. One may wonder how well
this simpliﬁed approach can reproduce the dynamic structure
of a real system. The ﬁdelity of 2-D models in representing
three-dimensional convection is still an open question (Mo-
eng et al., 2004; Petch et al., 2008). To test the model’s abil-
ity to correctly simulate atmospheric dynamics in the case of
deep convection, we then perform a 3-D simulation, guided
by ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts) reanalysis data of horizontal wind speed, temper-
ature and humidity (referred to as a “real” case). Results are
then compared with those obtained in the 2-D idealized case
and with surface time records measured at station IS17.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we provide
an overview of tropical deep convection and its physi-
cal parametrization (Sect. 2). Second, we present general
information about the station IS17 and the WRF model
(Sect. 3), describing in detail the numerical experimental
setup (Sect. 4). Results from idealized and real model sim-
ulations are then presented, compared to in situ observations
(Sect. 5) and interpreted, and ﬁnally conclusions are dis-
cussed (Sect. 6).
2 Atmospheric convection
2.1 Overview
A convective cell is formed by a column of positively buoy-
ant ascending air, with compensating subsidence and repre-
sents the main mechanism responsible for storm formation.
Its diameter and vertical extent vary between 5 and 15km,
while its lifetime ranges from 15 to 60min. Convective cells
can be isolated or organized in a mesoscale convective sys-
tem. MCSs consist of groups of cumulonimbi joined together
by a common stratiform anvil (Beucher, 2010). In the verti-
cal ascending updraft, low-level air from the PBL becomes
colder with increasing altitude. As water vapor condenses, it
releases latent heat that increases the temperature and buoy-
ancy of surrounding air (warm bubble) and further sustains
convective dynamics. Warmer air is lifted upward, creating
a local depression of pressure below. The convective cloud
that consequently forms from water vapor condensation de-
velops vertically until it reaches the base of the stratosphere.
Beyond this altitude, a strong temperature inversion quickly
slows the unstable ascent, preventing any further substan-
tial increase in cloud-top height. The subsiding downdraft
is enhanced by the weight of precipitating water load. Hit-
ting the ground, the more stable cold pool spread outs un-
der the warmer and moister PBL, which is lifted up, be-
coming rapidly unstable and generating new updrafts. In this
way, strong instabilities can arise at the cold pool’s boundary.
These instabilities can initiate new convective events, pro-
cesses that may occur repeatedly throughout the day.
Tropical convection regulates large-scale circulation, such
as the Hadley and Walker circulations, and can inﬂuence the
stratosphere, generating gravity waves. The proper represen-
tation of tropical convection in numerical models is an open
issue, responsible for the largest uncertainties in present me-
teorological forecasts. In tropical regions, trade winds de-
velop within 30◦ N, 30◦ S. Over the ocean, they transport
large quantities of momentum, latent heat and moisture into
the ITCZ. This convergence zone is an almost continuously
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cloudyregion,principallymadeofcumulonimbusclouds,as-
sociated with strong precipitating events and convective dy-
namics (generally deﬁned as “deep convection”, as it extends
from the PBL to the tropopause). Tropical West Africa is
characterized by the convergence of two air masses of dif-
ferent nature, one coming from the southeast (the Southern
Hemisphere, SH, monsoon) and carrying humid air, and an-
other from the northeast, made of relatively warm and dry air
from the Sahara. From October to March, the surface wind
(at 950hPa, about 600m altitude) from North Africa is rel-
atively strong and converges with the SH monsoon over the
Ivory Coast. From April, northerly winds weakens consid-
erably and the monsoon penetrates inland over West Africa
(turning SW as it passes the coastline). At higher altitude
(at 750hPa, about 2.5km), the wind ﬁeld shows an almost
constant easterly advection (Costantino and Bréon, 2013).
The Ivory Coast is located between 4 and 11◦ N and resides
slightly south of the effective convergence zone in NH sum-
mer, at approximately 15◦ N. Atmospheric instability is trig-
geredmostlybytheSHmonsoonandenhancedfurtherbythe
strong temperature and humidity contrast between the moist
and cold ocean surface to the south, and the arid and warm
Sahel region to the north. The southern part of the Ivory
Coast (including station IS17) is characterized by a strong
rainy season during the summer and, to a lesser extent, from
September to October.
2.2 Theoretical background
Together with classical thermodynamical variables, as tem-
perature, pressure and density, a natural parameter to study
density currents is the atmospheric buoyancy, B [ms−2]. It
deﬁnes the time variation of air parcel vertical velocity, wp,
and can be calculated as (Tompkins, 2001)
B =
Dwp
Dt
= g
θv −θv
θv
, (1)
where g [m s−2] is the gravitational acceleration and θv [K]
the virtual potential temperature. The concept of virtual is
adopted to modify the potential temperature of a moist air
mass to include the thermodynamic effect of water vapor in
the dry-air equation of state. As moist air is lighter than dry
air (vapor is less dense than oxygen and nitrogen), virtual
temperature is the temperature to which a parcel of dry air
must be heated in order to reach the same density as a par-
cel of moist air at the same pressure. According to Emanuel
(1994), virtual potential temperature can be expressed as
θv = θ (1+0.608qv −qcl −qr), (2)
where θ [K] is the potential temperature and qv, qcl and qr are
the water mixing ratio of vapor, cloud condensate and rain,
respectively. The overbar in (1) represents the horizontal do-
main average at a given altitude. As unsaturated air ascends
adiabatically, θv is conserved.
When water vapor condenses, qv decreases and the latent
heatreleasedinthevapor-to-liquidphasetransitionaugments
the potential temperature of an air parcel according to
dθ
θ
=
−Lvl(T)
cp(qv)T
dqv, (3)
where T [K] is the temperature, Lvl [Jkg−1] is the latent heat
(function of temperature) and cp [JKkg−1] is the speciﬁc
heat (function of water vapor mixing ratio). Although an an-
alytic solution is not possible, Eq. (3) can be easily solved
assuming that (1) cp and Lvl are constant and (2) (Lvl/cpT)
dqv =d(Lvlqv/cpT). In that case (Yau and Rogers, 1989)
θe = θ exp

Lvlqv
cpTsp

≈ θ exp

2675
qv
Tsp

, (4)
where Tsp is the parcel temperature at its condensation point
(traditionally called the lifting condensation level, LCL). The
quantity θe is the equivalent potential temperature, conserved
in moist adiabatic processes. It represents the potential tem-
perature of an air parcel, when all the water is condensed, and
is a good proxy to characterize the moist static instability of
air in the tropics. In this work, we will make use of a more
accurate formulation of θe than Eq. (4) in the case of high
humidity, from Bolton (1980).
Since mass is conserved, ascendingconvective massﬂuxes
due to positive buoyancy are often compensated for by sub-
sidence. Although subsidence may occur at much smaller
vertical velocities (on the order of 10−2 ms−1) than turbu-
lent cloud dynamics (on the order of some ms−1), part of
the downward ﬂux generally occurs with the same magni-
tude as ascending turbulence, when buoyancy becomes neg-
ative.Equations(2)and(4)showthatnegativebuoyancymay
be enhanced by (1) the weight of liquid water of cloud con-
densate and precipitation, as the term −g(qcl +qr) is always
negative, and (2) the cooling effect of liquid water evapora-
tion (or fusion and sublimation, in the case of solid water).
To a ﬁrst approximation, a temperature variation of 1K (or,
alternatively, a water mixing ratio of 3gkg−1) induces an up-
ward (or downward) vertical acceleration equal in magnitude
to 0.03ms−2 (Beucher, 2010). The ascending air may then
reach enormous vertical velocity, on the order of 30ms−1
(after 15min) and up to 50ms−1, which can create a sub-
stantial overshoot beyond the level of neutral buoyancy when
approaching the tropopause or penetrating the lower strato-
sphere.
3 Instrumentation and numerical model
3.1 Station IS17
Station IS17 is situated at 6.670◦ N, 4.850◦ W, about 200km
away from the coast line, at an altitude of approximately
150m. Its geographical position is indicated by a red square
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Fig. 1. Top image: true-color satellite images of West African region on 2 April 2012, at 14:00, 15:00, 16:00 and 17:00UTC. Data are
provided by EUMETSAT and acquired by the geostationary meteorological satellite METEOSAT9. National borders are reported in yellow.
The position of station IS17 (6.670◦ N, 4.850◦ W) is indicated by a red square symbol. The main direction of cloud motion is shown by the
easterly red arrow. On the upper-right side of the ﬁgure, a red square indicates the area of Earth that is shown in the larger images. Bottom
image: ﬁltered surface pressure anomaly [Pa], retrieved by the microbarometer of infrasound station IS17, plotted as a function of time.
Anomaly is deﬁned as the difference between local pressure and a constant offset.
symbol in Fig. 1, showing true-color satellite images of West
Africa acquired by METEOSAT9 and provided by EUMET-
SAT (European Organisation for the Exploitation of Mete-
orological Satellites). Station IS17 is located very close to
Lake Kossou (yellow contours), next to the savanna’s south-
ern boundary, which almost entirely covers the northern part
of the Ivory Coast. South of IS17, the topography is very
smooth, with no major reliefs. Terrain is characterized by
tropical forest, croplands, grazing and marsh. Such a large
variety of ground types can be a relevant source of error in
model simulations, as water content and surface friction can
vary signiﬁcantly from one soil to another. Station IS17 con-
sists of four microbarometers (indicated in Fig. 2) that record
surface pressure signals with a sampling time of 0.05s (in
the 0.01–5Hz frequency range). The sounders have a very
ﬁne sensitivity of 1mPa, a large dynamic range of 80dB, and
are equipped with an acoustic ﬁlter system (made of micro-
porous hoses), which reduces surface wind noise (Alcoverro
and Le Pichon, 2005). For retrieved frequencies lower than
0.01Hz, the ﬁlter produces an amplitude reduction of about
20dB per decade. The IS17 site is equipped with a meteo-
rological station that measures temperature, pressure, wind
speed and direction with a temporal sampling of 1s.
3.2 WRF
The Advanced Research WRF (ARW) model, created by
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in
2000, is described in detail in terms of its governing equa-
tions, parametrization schemes and numerical methods in
Skamarock et al. (2008). WRF resolves six equations (Eu-
ler’s motion equations, the ﬁrst principle of thermodynam-
ics, the continuity equation and the perfect gas law) to cal-
culate vertical (W), x horizontal (U) and y horizontal (V)
wind components, temperature, mass and pressure, respec-
tively. Euler’s equations are fully compressible (sound waves
are retained) and nonhydrostatic. The vertical motion is re-
solved in a terrain-following sigma-pressure system, ranging
from 1 to 0 between the surface and the top of the atmo-
sphere. WRF uses a third-order (for linear equations) and
a second-order (for nonlinear equations) Runge–Kutta in-
tegration scheme to calculate a ﬁrst estimate of prognostic
variables. Separate treatment of sound waves is required ow-
ing to their fast timescale, not their meteorological relevance
or otherwise. For this purpose, WRF uses a second integra-
tion scheme, with a much smaller integration time step, that
reﬁnes the value of prognostic variables previously calcu-
lated. ARW is well suited for a numerous of advanced scien-
tiﬁc atmospheric applications. Its spatial grid scale spectrum
spansfromafewtensofmeters,suitableforperforminglarge
eddy simulations (LES), to hundreds of kilometers, suitable
for mesoscale system simulations. In particular, the two-way
nesting allows for feedback between small-scale turbulence
and mesoscale dynamics. The ability of WRF to resolve
small-scale boundary layer turbulent dynamics has been ac-
knowledged by recent LES studies of Moeng et al. (2007),
Wang et al. (2009) and Lenaerts et al. (2009).
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Fig. 2. Geographical position of the four microbarometer sensors
of station IS17. The region within the orange area indicates an ap-
proximate estimate of the possible arrival angles, with respect to
the point O, of the pressure disturbance wave (assuming a plane
wave), according to the temporal order of pressure peak detection
(recorded ﬁrst at station 2 and then at 3, 1 and 4).
4 Experimental setup
4.1 Idealized simulation
In the idealized case, we use WRF as a cloud-resolving
model (CRM) with no subgrid parametrization of bound-
ary layer and convective cloud scheme. To fully resolve
atmospheric turbulent dynamics, horizontal (1x) and ver-
tical (1z) grid spacings are relatively small, with smaller
1z in the troposphere. Horizontal resolution is constant,
1x = 250m, while 1z is stretched vertically, increasing ex-
ponentially from approximately 140m (between the surface
and 15.5km altitude) up to 2700m (at model top, set at
38.5km altitude). The computational domain size is three-
dimensional and composed of 1499 grid points along the
longitudinal x direction (real horizontal geometrical size of
375km), 3 grid points in the y direction, and 160 vertical
levels. The 2-D solution is computed by integrating the 3-D
model over the y direction. As no initial y-dependent pertur-
bation is present, the solution remains independent from y
and the 2-D ﬁeld for display is one of the three x–z planes.
We use open conditions at both lateral boundaries and put
a 10km depth Rayleigh absorbing layer (with a relatively
high damping coefﬁcient, equal to 0.1s−1) at model top in
order to reduce wave reﬂection effects. Eddy coefﬁcients for
subgrid thermal and (horizontal and vertical) momentum dif-
fusion are estimated from the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
1.5 order equation (vertical subgrid diffusion is called by
the code only if no boundary layer scheme is present, as in
this case). Microphysics are parametrized using the classical
warm rain scheme (Kessler, 1969), typical of cloud model-
ing studies; they only include water vapor, cloud water and
rain. The processes taken into account are the production, fall
and evaporation of rain; the accretion and auto-conversion of
cloud water; and the production of cloud water from conden-
sation. It has been shown that neglecting ice-phase micro-
physics makes no signiﬁcant difference in the life cycle of
a mesoscale convective system, nor in its propagation speed,
total precipitation and evaporative cooling both in the strati-
form and convective regions (Tao and Simpson, 1989). The
main difference lies in the fact that, without ice phase, heavy
precipitation (larger than 30mmh−1) increases signiﬁcantly
and stratiform cloud depth is smaller. To better capture den-
sity current sensitivity to environmental parameters, we build
up a simpliﬁed framework, where variables linked to other
factors than real physics (such as model dynamics, turbu-
lence, numerical and microphysics schemes, etc.) remain un-
altered or are neglected (where possible). In particular, Cori-
olis force is switched off (spatial scale is reduced) and both
shortwave and longwave radiation schemes are not consid-
ered (assuming that time integration and cloud fraction are
sufﬁciently small to ignore radiative feedback from atmo-
spheric heating on humidity and cloud life cycle).
When the simulations start, the wind ﬁeld is set to zero
at every altitude level. The atmosphere is at rest, horizon-
tally stratiﬁed over an idealized surface with ﬂat topogra-
phy. Environmental vertical proﬁles of potential temperature
and water vapor mixing ratio are imposed externally. In the
benchmark simulation, the initial potential temperature at the
surface is equal to 300K and increases linearly with altitude,
with a lapse rate (0 = −dT/dz) equal to 3.5Kkm−1. To test
the effects of more stable and less stable environments, sen-
sitivity experiments use respectively negative and positive
lapse rate increments, 10, of −1%, −0.5%, +0.5%, +1.0,
+1.5% and +5%. Beyond the temperature inversion alti-
tude level (15.5km), the temperature proﬁle is provided by
ECMWF reanalysis data for the Ivory Coast on 2 April 2012
at 12:00UTC. The initial vertical proﬁle of water vapor mix-
ing is that used by Lane and Reeder (2001) and was mea-
sured by Keenan et al. (2000) during the Maritime Continent
Thunderstorm EXperiment (MCTEX) over the Tiwi Islands,
Australia:
qv(z) = 19.2exp

−[z/3100]1.5

, (5)
where qv is expressed in gkg−1 and z is the altitude in me-
ters. Convection is triggered by a bidimensional (along z and
x axes) warm bubble with a maximum amplitude of 2K, hor-
izontal radius of 5km, vertical radius of 1.5km and centered
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at 1.5km altitude. The model simulation is integrated over
3h, with a time step of 2s.
4.2 Real simulation
The model domain is composed of three nested grids, with
an increasing horizontal resolution of 27, 9 and 3km, all
with the same vertical resolution. Grid 3 (the smallest and
ﬁnest resolved) contains the whole Ivory Coast region. We
use 123 pressure levels, with a Gaussian width stretching of
1z that increases from 50 to 500m (between the surface and
20km) and thereafter remains constant up to model top (at
54km). Pressure values are provided by ECMWF reanaly-
sis data, averaged over the parent domain and interpolated
vertically with a step of 500m. The integration time step de-
creases from 30s down to 10 and 5s (inner grid).
Synoptic ECMWF reanalysis data, provided with a time
resolution of 3h, a horizontal resolution of 1◦ and 91 vertical
pressure levels, from the ground to 1Pa (about 80km), are
used to initialize and nudge the main model variables. The
nudging is internal to the domain and consists in a simultane-
ous relaxation of horizontal wind components, temperature
and speciﬁc humidity, with relaxation times of 3×104 s−1
(U and V) and 1×105 s−1 (temperature and moisture).
Note that for real cases, WRF imposes a default lapse
rate rather inappropriate for simulating the stratosphere, with
a temperature proﬁle that decreases monotonically with in-
creasing altitude up to the tropopause and is isothermal there-
after. This leads to strong errors when trying to simulate the
stratosphere (characterized by a positive thermal gradient be-
tween 1 and 3Kkm−1) and in particular its upper region,
where the deviation between real and calculated temperature
can be signiﬁcantly large, on the order of 50K. As in Kim
et al. (2010), we use a realistic temperature proﬁle obtained
by averaging ECMWF data over the region of interest for
each pressure level and vertically interpolating to the model
grid.
Surface properties such as albedo, emissivity, water con-
tent, thermal inertia and surface friction are calculated for
each grid from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) data, provided at 1km resolution. For topog-
raphy and soil-type information, we make use of the high-
resolution standard data set of WRF.
A number of physical schemes (for microphysics, radi-
ation, convection, surface layer, land surface, and bound-
ary layer) have been tested and compared with in situ ob-
servations from the meteorological station IS17. Results
from some sensitivity experiments suggest that physical
parametrization has the same importance as nudging. As in
Spiga et al. (2008), we use the Eta–Ferrier microphysical
scheme, preferred here to the Thompson scheme. It consid-
ers vapor, liquid and solid water and allows for the water–ice
phase transition. For radiation, the standard WRF scheme at
both short- and longwave has been adopted. It is called every
10min in grids 1 and 2, and every minute in grid 3 (inner
one). A cumulus cloud parametrization scheme (CPS) is an
essential tool, in coarse-resolution simulations, that allows
for control of the moisture content over the region of inter-
est and creates precipitation from water-loaded ascending air
masses. Here the Kain–Fritsch (1993) scheme (KF) has been
preferred over the Grell and Betts–Miller schemes. The per-
formances of KF have been positively tested in a number
of previous works, as in Spiga et al. (2008) and Kim and
Chun (2010), to reproduce a typhoon. This CPS includes
a cloud model with updraft and downdraft, and considers
the effect of detainment and entrainment as well as shallow
and deep convection. This last version of KF has been im-
proved for a better simulation of tropical cyclones in the case
of weak synoptic forcing. A new convective trigger function
(based on the work of Ma and Tan, 2009, and Yu and Lee,
2010) is added to account for the effect of moisture advec-
tion in determining the convective parcel’s temperature per-
turbation. Our preliminary tests showed that the Ivory Coast
storm fails to develop on 2 April 2012 if moist advection
option is turned off, because of the lack of strong wind con-
vergence near the surface. The CPS is applied to grids 1 and
2, but not to grid 3, where the relatively ﬁne horizontal reso-
lution (1x = 1y = 3km) allows for large cloud dynamics to
be explicitly resolve. This CPS only accounts for one single
cloud within each grid box and is not adapted to numerical
simulations with horizontal resolution smaller than 5–10km
(Molinari and Dudek, 1992). At ground level, as ECMWF
reanalysis data are not sufﬁcient to calculate friction veloci-
ties and exchange coefﬁcients, we use the simpliﬁed Monin–
Obukhov surface layer scheme. The land-surface model is
a ﬁve-layer scheme used to calculate heat and moisture ﬂuxes
over land. It couples surface layer (for atmospheric infor-
mation), radiation (for radiative forcing), microphysical (for
precipitation) and convective schemes together with inner in-
formation on land properties and infrared thermal diffusion.
Temperature and (land-use- and seasonal-dependent) mois-
ture values are ﬁxed. No explicit vegetation effects are con-
sidered. This scheme has been preferred here over the stan-
dard WRF scheme (Noah LSM) with four soil layers. How-
ever, both schemes reproduce temperature and moisture in
good agreement with in situ observations from station IS17.
As in Heinrich and Blanchard (2009), vertical sub-grid-scale
ﬂuxes due to eddy transport, potential temperature, water
mixing ratios and turbulent ﬂuxes of horizontal wind ﬁeld,
within the boundary layer, are calculated using the YSU
(Yonsei University scheme) scheme, where the PBL depth
is deﬁned by a Richardson number equal to zero.
PreliminarytestshavealsoshownthataRayleighdamping
layer (applied in the top 10km of vertical model domain, be-
tween 44 and 54km), with a coefﬁcient of 0.2s−1, relatively
well absorbs gravity waves generated by the thunderstorm,
preventing strong downward wave reﬂection at model top.
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5 Results
5.1 Idealized case
5.1.1 Temporal evolution
Inthisveryﬁrststep,weexploretheevolutionofasingle-cell
convective cloud in the domain, with the benchmark tem-
perature proﬁle 0 = 3.5Kkm−1. As the thermal bubble is
symmetric in x and y-independent, orography is absent and
background ﬂow is at rest, we expect a symmetric evolution
about the x axis of all simulated ﬁelds. However, small asym-
metries (enhanced with ﬁner spatial or temporal resolution)
occur at cloud center with increasing time integration, as ver-
tical velocity becomes particularly strong.
Cloud and precipitation formation. After 7.5min of time
integration (t = 7.5min), a cloud (deﬁned as the area where
the cloud water mixing ratio is larger than 0.1gkg−1) forms
between 1.5 and 2.2km altitude under the thermodynamical
forcing produced by the warm bubble. It grows rapidly, and
precipitation (water mixing ratio larger than 0.1gkg−1) de-
velops 7min later. In these very ﬁrst moments, cloud grows
quickly and, at t = 20min, it extends vertically from 1 to
5km altitude. Buoyancy varies from 0 to 0.05ms−2, in the
lower-middle part of the cloud, up to 2ms−2, near cloud top.
As a consequence, a central updraft forms with high vertical
velocities between 10 and 20ms−1 and peak values above
30ms−1 in the upper layers. At the same time, negatively
buoyant air just outside the cloud’s lateral boundaries pro-
duces subsidence. Between 2 and 5km altitude, air moves
downward along both cloud sides (with downward vertical
velocities approaching −10ms−1), while a small divergent
horizontal ﬂux forms at cloud top. A horizontally convergent
air ﬂow rises in the lower part of the cloud in order to ﬁll
the depression created by the evacuation of lifted air through
the vertically divergent ascent. Precipitation occurs all along
cloud depth but does not reach the surface. It is more intense
between 3.4 and 4.5km altitude, where precipitation water
mixing ratio reaches 6–10gkg−1.
Convective dynamics development. At t = 25min
(Fig. 3a), cloud top has grown further by approximately
3.5km in 5min up to 8.5km altitude. Within the cloud, air
ﬂuxes are directed upward almost everywhere. Vertical wind
speed varies from 5ms−1 to slightly less than 15ms−1 from
the lower to the upper cloud layer. Part of the horizontally
divergent air ﬂux at cloud top turns downward (with a maxi-
mum vertical velocity up to −10ms−1, at 6km altitude) and
maintains the subsidence. At both cloud sides, subsiding air
gives rise to a convective circulation system together with
the rising ﬂow that moves upward along lower boundaries
of cloud. At 4–5km altitude, the ascending air is forced
by the subsidence to deviate inward and penetrate into the
upper cloud layer. In this way, less buoyant and denser air
is efﬁciently transported from the lower atmosphere toward
cloud top. As a consequence, a small region of negative
buoyancy forms between 5 and 7km altitude, corresponding
to the largest rain water mixing ratio (6–11gkg−1). This is
just below the uppermost and unstable cloud layer (7–8.5km
altitude), where potentially warm air (as is) attains a density
depression of 20gm−3 (−3%) with respect to the environ-
ment, and resulting buoyancy increases up to 0.25ms−2 .
Precipitating water decreases with decreasing altitude down
to very small values at cloud base (∼ 1gkg−1) and almost
zero at the surface.
A t = 30min (Fig. 3b), cloud top reaches an altitude of
11.5km, with a horizontal extent of about 6km. At both
cloud sides, convective dynamics is well established. The up-
draftrisingfromcloud’slowerboundaries(i.e.,theascending
branch of the convective cell) has largely increased in magni-
tude with respect to 5min before; it now converges within the
cloud upper layer at approximately 6–7km altitude (break-
ing the cloud system into two subclouds). The higher sub-
cloud (between 7 and 11.5km altitude) is characterized in its
lower part by negative buoyancy, down to −0.1ms−2 (as-
sociated with a negative temperature perturbation of −2K,
positive density perturbation up to 4gm−3 and large rain wa-
ter mixing ratio), and near cloud top by positive buoyancy,
larger than 1ms−2 (associated with positive temperature per-
turbation of +4K and negative density perturbation down to
−10gm−3). However, vertical velocity is largely positive al-
most everywhere, even in negatively buoyant regions. In the
lower subcloud (below 7km altitude), the large thermody-
namic instability (induced by a temperature perturbation up
to +4K and a density depression of more than 20gm−3) in-
creases the buoyancy above 0.1ms−2. The resulting updraft
has a vertical velocity that varies between 10 and 15ms−1.
Just outside the subcloud left and right boundaries, a narrow
(2–3km wide) downdraft forms, moving at about −5ms−1.
Hitting the ground, it spreads out radially up to 6km away
from storm center and converges with the cloud inﬂow, creat-
ing a curl. This mechanism reorganizes low-level circulation
between 0 and 2km altitude and forms a secondary convec-
tive cell (at both cloud sides) that will rapidly grow in size.
Generation of the density current. At t = 35min (Fig. 3c),
the central cloud updraft below 6km (induced by the warm
bubble) has almost completely vanished and is substituted by
adescendingaircolumn,withverticalvelocitiesof−5ms−1.
This produces a surface outﬂow that is strong enough to in-
crease the size of the secondary convective cell (up to 7km
altitude). Because of its high positive buoyancy, the lower
subcloud (mostly evaporated below 6km) moves upward by
about 2–3km, while cloud top rises by only 1km (attaining
its maximum altitude of 12.5km). As a consequence, cloud
top is compressed and the anvil starts to develop horizontally
at an altitude of 9–10km. The upper cloud layer, above 6km,
is now characterized by cold, denser air above (B < 0 from 9
to 12.5km) and warm, less dense air below (B > 0 from 6 to
9km). The positively buoyant air mass, referred to as PB1,
has an elevated positive vertical velocity in its central part
and a high water load (up to 11gkg−1 of rain water mixing
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Fig. 3. Idealized benchmark simulations (0 = 3.5Kkm−1). Vertical cross section, between 0 and 13km altitude, of buoyancy [ms−2],
density perturbation [g m−3 ], temperature perturbation [K] and rain water mixing ratio [gkg−1] at t = 25 (A), 30 (B), 35 (C), 37 (D), 40
(E) 42 (F), 45 (G), 50 (H) and 55 (I) min. Note that color scale is different for each image. Perturbation is deﬁned as the difference between
local value and domain average, at ﬁxed altitude. Wind vectors are overplotted on ﬁrst image. The length of an arrow is proportional to wind
intensity (1km in spatial reference system scale is equal to 5ms−1).
ratio) at about 8km altitude. Below 6km, convective dynam-
ics within the central downdraft transports large amounts of
cold, dry and negatively buoyant air. This is clearly shown in
the vertical cross section of RH. According to wind velocity
vectors, air masses with relative humidity 20% lower than
surrounding air (indicated in light blue) are advected within
the precipitation path (between 3 and 5km) from outer and
higher regions (at 5–6km altitude) by the convective circula-
tion.Theintrusionofdry(coldandnegativelybuoyant)air,at
both cloud sides between 5 and 7km, increases at t = 37min
(Fig. 3d). At the converging point, this air mass (hereafter re-
ferred to as NB1) is partly transported upward (by the large
positive vertical velocities at PB1 base, up to 9km altitude)
and partly downward. In the downdraft core, coincident with
precipitation ﬁeld, negative buoyancy is probably further en-
hancedbytheweightofwaterload(particularlybelow6km),
and peaks of negative buoyancy also occur in the lower atmo-
sphere. That is the case of the negatively buoyant air mass
shown in Fig. 3d, between 2 and 5km, and indicated as NB2.
Moving downward, NB2 undergoes an adiabatic increase in
temperature and density. The presence of dry air strength-
ens the temperature enhancement with respect to moister re-
gions at the downdraft’s boundaries and outside. This ex-
plains the positive temperature (and density) anomaly shown
in Fig. 3e between 0.5 and 2km, at t = 40min. The verti-
cal displacement of NB2 by 2–3km in 3min (from t = 37
and 40min) is consistent with observed vertical velocities
up to −17ms−1 (approximately 1kmmin−1). Below 0.5km,
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Fig. 3. Continued.
surface temperature is warm enough to impose a diabatic
heating that evaporates large amounts of rain water, leading
to a sudden decrease in air temperature. As a consequence,
a ﬁrst surface density perturbation (up to +10gm−3) occurs
after t = 42min (Fig. 3f).
Cold pool propagation. It is interesting to note that, start-
ing from t = 40min, the peak of negative buoyancy (NB1)
coincides with that of precipitating water mixing ratio, at
about 7.5km. This is stressed by the purple horizontal line,
overplotted in Fig. 3f–h. At the same altitude, but further
from downdraft center (at its left and right side), there is the
warm and positively buoyant PB1 air mass. With increas-
ing time integration, NB1 moves downward, together with
the precipitation peak. Their position (7, 5 and 2.5km for
t = 40, 42 and 45min, respectively) is consistent with verti-
cal wind speed, within the downdraft core, of approximately
1kmmin−1. At t = 45min (Fig. 3g), PB1 is also injected
into the downdraft and advected downward. It lags the colder
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and denser NB1, which reaches the surface at t = 47min, by
about 2km (i.e., almost 2min). In the lowest atmospheric
levels, the effect of the violent diabatic cooling from rain
evaporation generates a strong density increase. At the sur-
face, the resulting air ﬂow propagates outward. At t = 50min
(Fig. 3h), the density (+20gm−3) and temperature (−2K)
perturbations at its leading edges (2km away from down-
draft center) attain +20gm−3 and −2K, respectively, with
buoyancy values down to −0.08ms−2. Five minutes later, at
t = 55min (Fig. 3i), these thermodynamic anomalies reach
a horizontal distance of 5km (at both cloud sides), accom-
panied by surface wind speeds up to 15ms−1. In the inner
part of the outﬂow, density remains high, while buoyancy
and temperature suddenly re-increase as a consequence of
PB1 arrival (t ∼ 49min). This positively buoyant air mass is
in fact sensibly warmer (and less water loaded) than NB1.
On the other hand, relative humidity remains 20–40% lower
than surrounding air, within the entire region affected by
the density perturbation, because of the continuous dry-air
entrainment. At t = 60min, precipitation is completely ex-
hausted, convection is over and the cloud life cycle can be
considered ﬁnished. An elevated anvil, with a modest cloud
water mixing ration not larger than 0.4gkg−1, remains sus-
pended between 9 and 12km altitude.
5.1.2 Density current
Figure 3 clearly shows the vertical (600–700m) and hori-
zontal (5–7km) extent – indicated in green and red, respec-
tively – of the density current that propagates within the
PBL.Atitslateralboundaries,negativebuoyancyapproaches
−0.08ms−2 (shown by blue and dark blue), the positive den-
sity variation increases to 18gm−2 (red) and relative hu-
midity remains below 40–50%. Instead of actual tempera-
ture, we report the equivalent potential temperature, which is
a good proxy to estimate the moist static stability of tropi-
cal air masses. In this case, the negative equivalent potential
temperature perturbation, down to −20 and −25K (blue and
dark blue), shows that the cold pool is much more stable than
the surrounding PBL. Moving outward, the colder air mass is
pushed under the warmer and moister subcloud layer, which
is lifted up. This mechanism creates strong vertical updrafts,
shown by the wind velocity vectors at density current bound-
aries in Fig. 3i.
Temporal and spatial evolution of disturbances, associated
with the density current propagation, are well described by
time records retrieved in the lowest atmospheric layer (be-
low 150m altitude, hereafter referred to as “surface level”)
and reported in Fig. 4. The ﬁgure shows precipitation water
mixing ratio, temperature, relative humidity, density, pres-
sure and horizontal wind speed observations measured at dif-
ferent stations located at 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30km away
from the storm center (referred to as virtual detection station
A, B, C, D, E, F and G, respectively). The sampling time is
10s. Except for the surface pressure variations (deﬁned as
Fig. 4. Idealized benchmark simulation (0 = 3.5Kkm−1). Time
records of precipitation [gkg−1], temperature [◦C], relative humid-
ity [%], density [kgm−3], pressure variation [Pa] and horizontal
U-wind speed [ms−1] measured in the lowest atmospheric model
level (between 0 and 150m altitude) and referred to as “surface
level”. Variation is deﬁned as the difference between observed value
and the hydrostatically stable state, calculated by WRF. Line colors
identify the different virtual detection stations, situated at a distance
of 1km (station A, black), 5km (B, red), 10km (C, green), 15km
(D, blue), 20km (E, dark purple), 25km (F, light purple) and 30km
(G, gray) from domain center.
the pressure difference with respect to a hydrostatically sta-
ble state), all other variables are expressed in absolute values.
Surface pressure is subjected to long-period oscillations. To
retain only short-period variations and isolate the infrasonic
part of the pressure signal, we perform a high-pass ﬁltering
on time records, with a cut frequency of 0.00683Hz (equiv-
alent to a period of about 2.5min).
Just beneath cloud base, surface precipitation occurs after
about 30min of time integration. This induces a smooth but
sudden temperature decrease that rapidly propagates radially,
reaching station A (1km) at t = 32min (5min before surface
rain occurrence in that point). Starting from t = 37min, we
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observe a constant decrease in surface temperature that cul-
minates at t = 44min (for a total T variation of −1.2 ◦C in
7min), coincident with the arrival of NB2 air mass at ground
level.Inthepreviousparagraph,wesupposedadiabaticcool-
ing of NB2 near the ground, induced by the high surface tem-
perature and evaporation of hydrometeors, with a consequent
density increment. In good agreement with this hypothesis,
station A registers a density variation of +13gm−3 . On the
other hand, the pressure ﬁeld remains almost unaltered. At
t = 49min, with the arrival of NB1 air mass at surface level,
a further change in temperature (decreasing by about 0.8 ◦C
in 4min, down to 25.5 ◦C) and density (increasing by about
7gkm−2 in 1min, up to 1.150kgm−2) occurs. This perturba-
tion is strong and rapid enough to produce a clear disturbance
of the surface pressure ﬁeld. Several pressure peaks are regis-
tered at station A, from t = 46 and t = 52min. The pressure
disturbance, with a maximum amplitude up to 32Pa, is mea-
sured just after the density peak occurrence. As observed in
the vertical cross section of relative humidity, the downdraft
transports large amounts of dry air from higher atmospheric
layers. Accordingly, station A measures a RH drop by more
than 40% after the arrival of NB1. The density peak is ac-
companied by a sensible rise of the horizontal surface wind
speed, U, which increases by 10ms−1 in 1min, from 5 to
15ms−1. This value is very close to that expected for a sur-
face outﬂow generated by a density current. According to
theory, the horizontal wind velocity (Ue) produced by the
action of cold pool weight is proportional to the height of
denser layer (h) and the difference between its density (ρdc)
and that of environment (ρ0),
Ue =
r
2
ρdc −ρ0
ρ0
gh. (6)
Considering h = 600m, ρdc = 1.15kgm−3 and
ρ0 = 1.13kgm−3, Ue is equal to 14.43ms−1. Figure 4
shows the occurrence of negative temperature peaks with
increasing time integration, corresponding to all the stations
from 5 to 30km away from downdraft center. The amplitude
of such temperature changes decreases with increasing dis-
tance. After the arrival of the warmer and positively buoyant
PB1 air mass (t = 52min), temperature undergoes a large
increase (even becoming positive) and density perturbation
is rapidly smoothed. Density maxima are also measured
at stations B, C, D, E, F and G, at t = 56.5, 65.5, 75.5,
85.5, 97 and 112min, respectively. Assuming that density
peaks identify the instantaneous position of the gust front’s
leading edge, we can estimate the average cold pool surface
propagation velocity (in the rightward direction), equal to
33.6 (from B to C), 30 (from C to D), 30 (from D to E), 26.4
(from E to F) and 19.2 (from F to G) kmh−1. The strongest
density and pressure variations are observed at station C,
10km away from downdraft central point, with a pressure
variation peak of 60Pa, in the real signal, and equal to 42Pa
in the high-pass-ﬁltered signal of Fig. 4. Beyond 10km, both
maximum amplitude and propagation velocity of density and
pressure disturbances decrease. Pressure change (somewhat
proportional to the density variation) is reduced by more
than 10 times as the gust front moves from station C to
G. Similar considerations are valid for relative humidity
and horizontal wind. The effects of cold pool propagation
decrease accordingly, inversely proportional to its traveled
distance. Farther than 20km away from storm center, the
decrease in RH is rather modest. The peaks in U decrease
down to 6–7ms−1, remaining, however, quite evident (as
the background wind ﬁeld is almost zero) and consistent
with the average density current propagation speed.
Thenonhydrostaticeffectgeneratedbythecollisionoftwo
ﬂuids of different density can generate a pressure increase
that is very close to that observed at the virtual station. To
a ﬁrst approximation, assuming a steady and incompressible
ﬂuid, the impact of a colder outﬂow on the pressure signal at
the stagnant point of a stream line can be estimated using the
Bernoulli equation, in the form
Pnh =
1
2
ρdcU2, (7)
where Pnh is the nonhydrostatic dynamic pressure. We can
apply Eq. (7) to surface observations from Fig. 4 to calcu-
late the dynamic pressure impinging at station B. At the in-
stant of pressure peak occurrence, the cold pool’s density
in B is about 1.152gkg−1, while the outﬂow speed differ-
ence before and after the cold pool’s arrival (i.e., the effec-
tive impact velocity of the two ﬂows) is 5ms−1. On the other
hand, the hydrostatic pressure can be estimated from the av-
erage density increase, due to the cold pool’s propagation in
the three lower atmospheric layers (460m), which is about
0.01kgm−3 . The sum of the hydrostatic (45.13Pa) and non-
hydrostatic (14.4Pa) term is very close to the observed value
of 60Pa and the increase in dynamic pressure accounts for
24% of the total pressure variation.
5.1.3 Sensitivity experiments
Many previous studies stress that temperature lapse rate as
well as moisture content are primary factors in regulating
deep convection. As one would expect, Wu et al. (2009) ﬁnd
a systematic dependence of convection occurrence on atmo-
spheric lapse rate and humidity proﬁle. They show that the
transition from shallow to deep convection happens earlier
in more unstable and moister environments. In their exper-
iment, however, convective inhibition of dry environments
can be compensated by additional CAPE (convective avail-
able potential energy) from a lower initial potential temper-
ature lapse rate. Numerous works conﬁrm the importance of
lapse rate in initiating deep convection. In particular, Hous-
ton and Niyogi (2007) suggest the presence of a critical lapse
rate, even more unstable than required by the conditionally
unstable condition, counteracting the rate of reducing buoy-
ancy due to entrainment.
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Wu et al. (2009) show that convection is sensitive to
very small variation of environmental lapse rate (less than
0.2Kkm−1, below 10km). In this section, we analyze some
of the effects of using different tropospheric lapse rates (i.e.,
below 15.5km) that vary with respect to the benchmark sim-
ulation by a few percentage units: −1% (−0.035Kkm−1),
−0.5% (−0.0175Kkm−1), +0.5% (−0.0175Kkm−1),
+1.0 (+0.035Kkm−1), +1.5% (+0.0525Kkm−1), +2%
(−0.07Kkm−1) and +5% (+0.175Kkm−1). All other ini-
tial parameters (e.g., the humidity proﬁle) remain constant,
while the lapse rate is varied. Results are summarized in
Fig. 5, which shows the absolute variation ground wind
speed, U [ms−1min−1], within 1min plotted as a function
of the surface density increase [kgm−3min−1], during the
same time interval. U and ρ variations are calculated for
each 10s time step, i, as the absolute difference between the
value at t = (6×i) and that at t = i (i.e., 1min before), oc-
curring within a radius of 45km from the domain center and
t > 40min (to neglect the moments prior to convective dy-
namics). In good agreement with expectations, surface out-
ﬂow velocities seem proportional to rapid changes of surface
air density. In all cases, stronger density perturbations are
correlated with higher outﬂow velocities. The correlation is
somewhat linear.The calculated linear regressionis overplot-
ted in the ﬁgure, where the data points have the same color
as their corresponding experiments. For the entire data set
(522450 points), the ﬁt slope is equal to 314.4 (black dashed
line), with and a linear correlation coefﬁcient r = 0.76.
In the bottom image, we report the occurrence frequency
(from 0 to 1) of density variations, for the eight differ-
ent lapse rate increments. The histogram shows that small
changes in reference lapse rate (from −1 to +1.5%) can
induce surface density variations up to a maximum of
20gm−3min−1. However, the frequency of occurrence be-
comes particularly low for density increases larger than
10gm−3 . Beyond this value, only lapse rate variations equal
to or stronger than 2% show a signiﬁcantly larger occur-
rence. For 10 equal to 2% and 5%, the maximum value
of surface density rate of variation increases up to more than
25–30gm−3min−1. A lapse rate of 3.57Kkm−1 seems to
be a threshold value beyond which strong and rapid surface
density changes (> 10gm−3min−1) are much more frequent
than in more stable environments. In particular, a slight vari-
ation of the environmental lapse rate of about 0.02Kkm−1,
from 3.55 (10 = 1.5%) to 3.57 (10 = 2%), radially af-
fects cloud development. But what drives this particular at-
mospheric response? This can be explained easily by looking
closely at cloud evolution, in the case of 10 ≥ 2%. Convec-
tive dynamics are enhanced, and the downdraft, which forms
in the middle of the storm within the precipitation region,
is particularly violent. The resulting surface density current
gives rise to a very large updraft, at its boundary, that trig-
gers new convection. This allows for continuous transport of
moist air well above the level of free convection (warmed
and lifted up until condensation) from the boundary layer
Fig. 5. Top image: absolute variation rate of U-wind component
[ms−1min−1], plotted as a function of surface density rate of in-
crease [kgm−3min−1], for the eight environmental potential tem-
perature lapse rate increments 10 (all other variables remaining
constant), reported in the ﬁgure with the same colors for data points
as their corresponding experiments. U and ρ variations are calcu-
lated for each 10s time step, as the absolute difference between
their value at a certain instant and that 1min (i.e., six time steps) be-
fore,andoccurringwithinaradiusof45kmfromdomaincenterand
t > 40min. The calculated linear ﬁt of the whole data set (522450
points) is reported, together with the estimate of linear regression
coefﬁcient, r = 0.76. Inset bottom image: frequency of occurrence,
from 0 to 1, of surface density rate of increase. Horizontal scales of
top and bottom image coincide.
to the cloud upper layer. The cloud anvil rapidly grows in
size, reaching a horizontal extent of 100km. In the central
part of the storm, the precipitation ﬁeld remains particularly
strong and the largely negative buoyancy in turn promotes
new and stronger downdrafts. A multicell convective sys-
tem (connected by a common cloud anvil) forms, even in
the absence of wind shear. Larger surface density variations
than in the case of single-cell cloud may occur. Main phases
of this MCS formation mechanism are reported in Fig. 6,
showing how the mechanical lifting effect enhances the ver-
tical moisture transport. The vertical cross section of buoy-
ancy, in the case of 10 = 5%, is shown for t = 50, 60 and
180min. At t = 50min (while the single-cell convective sys-
tem is close to termination of its life cycle), dynamics in-
stabilities are strong enough to lift up positively buoyant air
(up +0.2ms−2, between 2 and 4km at both cloud sides) to
a sufﬁcient altitude to allow for free convective transport. Ten
minutes later, the same air masses have moved up to 6 and
12km altitude, providing further water supply to the cloud’s
upper layers. At t = 180min, the cloud anvil extends more
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Fig. 6. Idealized simulation. Vertical cross section of buoyancy
[ms−2], at t = 50, 60 and 180min (from left to right). The environ-
mental potential temperature lapse rate is increased by 10 = 5%
with respect to the benchmark simulation, while all other initial pa-
rameters are unchanged.
than 100km. As the humidity proﬁle remains unchanged
with respect to the benchmark simulation, the vertical trans-
port of moisture by the forced updraft seems to be very im-
portant, insofar as the updraft becomes the primary factor
regulating the amount of moisture available to future con-
vection in the MCS.
The ﬁltered signal of surface pressure variation shows the
occurrence of a peak value equal to 60Pa (about 30% larger
than that obtained in the benchmark simulation, using the
same cutoff frequency), after 80min of time integration, at
a distance of 15km from domain center. In addition, the mul-
ticell structure of the cloud system allows for the develop-
ment of multiple downdrafts with secondary pressure peaks,
registered over the same station about 20min after the occur-
rence of the ﬁrst and strongest pressure disturbance.
5.2 Station IS17
Figure 1 (top image) shows the advection of a stratocumulus
cloud ﬁeld over the station, transported from east to west by
trade winds (as indicated by the red arrow), for the day of
interest. In the following paragraphs, temporal expressions
are expressed in UTC (Universal Time Coordinated). The
MCS passes over the Ivory Coast, starting from 13:00 (not
shown) and over station IS17 at approximately 17:00. The
surface pressure time record captured by sensor number 1 of
station IS17 is presented in Fig. 1 (bottom image). The re-
trieved signal, treated with a low-pass ﬁlter of 25s, shows
a clear pressure peak up to 12Pa at about 15:30. Note that
the raw signal has been jet-ﬁltered by the sensor with an in-
tensity attenuation of 20dB per decade for frequencies below
0.01Hz. This means, for instance, that the corrected pressure
response for a wave with period of 30min and maximum
amplitude of 28Pa is equal to 2Pa. Thus, the 12Pa pres-
sure variation peak captured by IS17 indicates that a strong
pressure increase occurred in a very small time window of
about 10min. In the following minutes, the pressure signal
is affected by several minor disturbances until 17:00. Sub-
sequent to this, the measured perturbation is close to zero.
The satellite image of the Ivory Coast at 15:30 is not avail-
able. However, at both 15:00 and 16:00, the cloud system
is located south and east of station IS17, but not above it.
The arrival times of the ﬁrst and stronger peak registered by
the four microbarometers show that a pressure disturbance is
registered ﬁrst by sensor 2 and then by 3, 1 and 4. Simple
geometrical considerations lead to the conclusion that the ar-
rival of the disturbance wave is between E and ENE (Fig. 2),
consistent with the position of the approaching mesoscale
cloud system. It is thus reasonable to believe that the pres-
sure anomalies may be due to some kind of dynamic or ther-
modynamic perturbation (e.g., density current, gravity wave)
generated within the MCS that subsequently propagated up
to IS17. To further test such a hypothesis, we look at tem-
perature, pressure, wind speed and direction estimates pro-
vided by the meteorological station, represented in Fig. 7 by
a dotted line. To eliminate high-frequency oscillations, wind
measurements (collected with a sampling time of 1s) are av-
eraged over a period of 30s. The meteorological station is
equipped with a barometer, which is not able to detect rapid
surface pressure disturbances with the same sensitivity and
resolution of the infrasound station. The resulting signal ap-
pears dominated by long-period variations that oscillate be-
tween values of 990 and 995hPa. A slow but sensible sur-
face pressure depression of about 5hPa occurs from 12:00
to 15:30. Even if the pressure peak is not fully resolved, we
can observe a small hump in the surface pressure signal at
15:30 (shown in Fig. 7 as an orange vertical line), just before
a much stronger increase with a larger period. This pressure
enhancement is preceded, within a few minutes, by a strong
variation of temperature, wind speed and direction. As ob-
served in the idealized case, the near-simultaneous change of
these three variables is the typical signature of a density cur-
rent, when a colder and denser layer moves radially outward
from its generating downdraft. Surface temperature, which
drops down during the night of 2 April (from 27 to 24 ◦C),
begins to sensibly increase starting from 06:30, until reach-
ing its maximum value of 36 ◦C at 15:00. Following this, it
undergoes a rapid and dramatic drop by about 14 ◦C, from 36
to 22 ◦C, in about 30min. Before 15:00, wind speed is rela-
tively low and does not generally exceed 4–6ms−1. Its direc-
tion is fairly homogeneous, varying between 180 and 270◦,
in good agreement with the mean low-level circulation over
West Africa in that period. Immediately after the tempera-
ture drop, the wind ﬁeld suddenly turns 180◦ (from W to E)
in less than 30min (consistent with the E or ENE direction of
the disturbance wave, captured by IS17 infrasound sensors at
15:30 and shown in Fig. 2). Surface wind intensity increases
almost instantaneously by 13ms−1, up to 15ms−1, which is
in good agreement with the value expected in the case of cold
pool propagation. From 17:00, the surface wind direction is
SW again and its speed decreases to 1–3ms−1, suggesting
the end of the perturbation’s effect.
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Fig. 7. Real simulation (red line), in situ observation of meteorolog-
ical station IS17 (black dots) and ECMWF reanalysis data (dashed
green line). Surface time records of temperature [◦C], wind direc-
tion [degrees], wind intensity [ms−1] and total pressure [hPa], plot-
ted as a function of time (UTC), on 2 April 2012.
5.3 Real simulation
5.3.1 Time record
Real simulation allows us to simulate the events that induced
the occurrence of the pressure peak, temperature drop and
wind intensity enhancement in the E direction, as observed
by the microbarometer and meteorological station IS17. Fig-
ure 9 shows a horizontal cross section of the surface temper-
ature at 17:00 for 2 April 2012. The position of station IS17,
situatedeastofLakeKossou,ismarkedasaredsquare.Color
shading represents the surface temperature, with overplotted
horizontal wind vectors (the scale of the arrows is shown in
the ﬁgure) and contour lines of convective and nonconvec-
tive surface precipitation. Over the northern part of the Ivory
Coast, the temperature T can be particularly high and reach
up to 40 ◦C. A large region between IS17 and the Atlantic
Ocean, with a diameter of approximately 300km, is char-
acterized by a temperature ﬁeld that ranges between 20 and
28 ◦C. Rain develops initially on the east side and drifts west-
ward under the effect of trade winds. At 17:00, the precipita-
tion ﬁeld extends to a higher altitude than ground level (not
shown), which extends over almost half of the colder region,
west of 4.5◦ W, while surface precipitation (red contours) is
located principally on the leeward side.
Note that ECMWF data used to nudge the numerical sim-
ulation have a coarser spatial (1 ◦) and temporal (3h) res-
olution than the model. For this reason, and because initial
conditions are lacking at the model resolution, it is impos-
sible to perfectly simulate the ﬁelds associated with actual
meteorological events. In our observed event, satellite im-
ages show that at 17:00, the real cloud system extends not
only south but also east of IS17 and covers a wider area than
that affected by the simulated temperature drop below 28 ◦C.
However, the size of the simulated MCS is large enough
to give rise to a large convective precipitation system that
relatively well reproduces the thermodynamic disturbances
recorded at IS17. Observations of simulated surface temper-
ature, pressure, wind speed and velocity ﬁelds are reported
in Fig. 7 (solid red line), together with in situ measurements
of IS17 and ECMWF data (dashed green line). As IS17 is
rather far from the simulated thunderstorm core, output vari-
ables are measured at a different point, which is closer to
convective rain events. This virtual station (referred to here-
after as VS17) is situated about 135km away from IS17 and
its position (5.80◦ N, 5.70◦ W) and is indicated by a yellow
square in Fig. 7. ECMWF data are sparse but in relatively
good agreement with both IS17 and WRF, before 15:30 and
after 18:00 (i.e., before and after the strongest temperature
perturbation).Thesedatarepresentatemporallyandspatially
averaged state of the atmosphere. Their comparison with in-
stantaneous ground measurements can be considered only
a qualitative indicator to check the overall coherence of IS17
and VS17 retrievals.
One of the most interesting features is that WRF well re-
produces a temperature drop that induces dynamic and ther-
modynamic disturbances, very similar to that observed at
IS17 and consistent with a density current propagation. Dur-
ing the night and early morning, simulated surface tempera-
tures are almost constant and equal to approximately 23 ◦C.
Surface temperature starts to increase at 08:00 and reaches
its maximum of 33 ◦C at 15:30. With respect to in situ ob-
servations, simulated temperatures are underestimated by up
to 4 ◦C. The largest errors occur at midnight (00:00) corre-
sponding to the warm peak (15:30). The temperature drop
begins at 16:00 and terminates at 17:00. Then, T remains al-
most constant and equal to 23 ◦C during the following hours.
Intheafternoon,WRFseemstooverestimatethetemperature
ﬁeld by 1 ◦. Besides being shifted by about 30min, the mag-
nitude of simulated T drop (10 ◦) is smaller and less rapid
(1h) than that observed at IS17. However, it is sufﬁciently
strong and violent to perturb the surface pressure ﬁeld in the
same way the real temperature drop does. Time records of
temperature perturbations (i.e., the difference between T and
the environmental mean value), density, horizontal wind and
pressure variations, acquired at VS17 at 100m altitude, are
represented in Fig. 8. This speciﬁc retrieval altitude allows
for direct comparison with idealized case simulation data rel-
ative to the lower atmospheric layer between 0 and 150m.
During thenight, morning andearly afternoon, the temper-
ature perturbation at the virtual station is about 5–6 ◦C. Start-
ing from 16:00 and continuing until 17:00, the temperature
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Fig. 8. Real simulation. Time records of temperature perturbation
[K], density [kgm−3], horizontal V- and U-wind velocity [ms−1],
and pressure variation [Pa] retrieved at 100m altitude above the vir-
tual station VS17, on 2 April 2012. Variable perturbation and vari-
ation are deﬁned as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.
decrease is so signiﬁcant that local air masses become colder
than the environmental average, by about 2 ◦C. In the same
time period, the weight of colder air parcels grows dramati-
cally and the density of air masses increases by 3.6%, from
1.08 to 1.12kgm−3. The thermodynamic response of the lo-
cal atmosphere to such temperature and density change oc-
curs 30min after the beginning of the perturbation. The pres-
sure readjustment is violent and attains a maximum ampli-
tude of 3hPa near 16:30. The pressure variation (with respect
to a hydrostatically stable reference state) measured at VS17
and reported in Fig. 8 is treated with a high-pass ﬁlter of
2500s to eliminate pressure oscillations associated with spa-
tial scales of hundreds of kilometers. The strongest pressure
disturbance occurs about 1h later than the ﬁrst peak pres-
sure registered by the IS17 infrasound sensor and is much
stronger, with a maximum amplitude of about 100Pa. This is
also larger than the peak value obtained in the idealized sim-
ulation, 42 and 60Pa, in 2-D single-cell and multicell con-
vective systems, respectively. This can be explained by the
larger area occupied by this multicell rainstorm with respect
to idealized simulation, but may also suggest a possible un-
derestimation of convention effects in the 2-D model. Note
that WRF simulates only a single peak, while the secondary
pressure perturbations shown in the ﬁltered signal of IS17
microbarometer, from 15:40 to 16:40, are not reproduced.
This can be likely due to the presence of (1) other deep con-
vective events that occur in a different region and after that
simulated by WRF and (2) storm-induced gravity waves that
maymodulateandcontributetoshort-periodsurfacepressure
variations in a way that needs to be better understood and
quantiﬁed in further studies. Besides the time shift of 1h, the
last main discrepancy between IS17 and VS17 retrieved total
surface pressure is a constant bias of about 5hPa. This can be
reasonably explained by the different altitude of the two sta-
tions (an altitude variation of 10m corresponds to a change
of 1hPa in surface pressure).
The overall agreement between IS17 and VS17 observa-
tions is conﬁrmed from surface wind comparisons. While
WRF overestimates the intensity of wind speed by 1ms−1
before 08:00, the agreement is very good from 08:00 to
15:30, as is the case for the mean wind direction. The temper-
ature drop occurs at 16:00 and is preceded slightly by a dras-
tic variation of both wind velocity and direction. Speed in-
tensity increases almost instantaneously by 6ms−1, from 5
to 11ms−1, and its direction changes from W to E in slightly
more than 30min. As for surface temperature and pressure,
the simulated ﬁeld perturbation is smaller in magnitude and
occurs less rapidly than registered by in situ observations.
After 17:00 wind direction keeps turning counterclockwise,
reaching a pure southward direction at 18:00. From 19:30,
a SW mean ﬂow is reestablished (consistent with the sea-
sonal West African low-level circulation). The time window
between 17:00 and 19:00, which immediately follows the
strongest thermodynamic perturbations, is when simulated
wind and in situ measurements show the largest discrepancy.
Simulated wind ﬁeld overestimates real intensity by about
4ms−1 and the direction by up to 180◦.
5.3.2 Cold pool
The presence of a descending colder and moister air column
within the boundary layer is shown in Fig. 9. The position
where the downdraft hits the ground and spreads out can be
detected easily looking at the wind vectors. Within the colder
region (light- and dark-blue region), arrows diverge radially
and point outward over a relative wide area. The occurrence
of a well-developed and extended cold pool over VS17 is
shown deﬁnitively by Fig. 10. It represents a vertical slice
(from 0 to 6km altitude) of the atmospheric equivalent po-
tential temperature perturbation (with respect to the domain
average, at given altitude) at 17:00 (i.e., just after the temper-
ature drop), along a meridional line overpassing the station.
The horizontal axes represents the S–N distance in kilo-
meters from the southern border of the smallest grid. The
position of station VS17 (at 426km) is indicated by a red
square.Thepresenceofasensiblydenserlayerbelow2500m
is stressed by solid (positive values) and dashed (negative
values) red contour lines, which represent the local density
perturbation in g m−3 . As in the idealized case, air masses
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Fig. 9. Real simulation. Horizontal cross section of surface temper-
ature ﬁeld on 2 April 2012 at 17:00UTC. The positions of IS17
(6.670◦ N, 4.850◦ W) and VS17 (5.80◦ N, 5.70◦ W) are indicated
by a red and a yellow square symbol, respectively. Contours of con-
vective plus nonconvective surface rain water mixing ratio are over-
plotted, as are wind vectors. The length of an arrow is proportional
to wind intensity, as indicated in the ﬁgure’s legend.
with density up to 1–3gm−3 higher than the environment are
advected outward, up to several kilometers away from down-
draft center, by the surface wind. Under the force exerted
by the weight of denser layer, wind ﬁeld attains its maxi-
mum intensity corresponding to the stronger density anoma-
lies. Meridional and longitudinal (perpendicular to the plane
of Fig. 10) components of the horizontal wind ﬁeld, mea-
sured at 100m altitude over the station VS17, are shown in
Fig. 8. At 17:00, just after the temperature drop and local
density enhancement, V is directed northward (8ms−1) and
U reaches its daily maximum value in the westward direc-
tion (−16ms−1) for an absolute magnitude of 18ms−1 in
the WNW direction.
The dark-blue coloring within the solid contours in Fig. 10
indicates a negative value of equivalent potential temperature
anomaly. It reaches −5K in the denser region, indicating
an extremely stable subcloud layer. The colder air at VS17
is transported into the PBL from above, where the colder
layer is deeper and wind vectors are directed downwards.
The resulting cold pool can be identiﬁed as the whole re-
gion with density and equivalent potential temperature re-
spectively higher (from 1 to 3%) and lower than surround-
ing air. This cold pool extends northward for approximately
a hundred kilometers, with a vertical depth of 1500m. Both
vertical and horizontal extensions are 4 times larger than
those obtained in the idealized simulation, where a 500m
Fig. 10. Real simulation. Vertical cross section, between 0 and 5km
altitude, of equivalent potential temperature perturbation [K] on
2 April 2012 at 17:00 (UTC), calculated over a south–north plane
coincident with the position of station VS17 (indicated by a red
square symbol). Perturbation is deﬁned as in Fig. 3. The x axes rep-
resent the distance from the southern bound of the inner model grid.
White spaces at ground level indicate surface elevation. Wind vec-
tors and contours (with solid and dotted line for positive and neg-
ative values, respectively) of percentage density perturbation (i.e.,
with regard to domain average) are overplotted. The length of an
arrow is proportional to wind intensity, as speciﬁed in the ﬁgure’s
legend.
width density current extends up 30 kilometers away from
the downdraft center.
Theidealizedcasehasshownthat,movingoutward,colder
air is pushed under the warmer cloud inﬂow, which is lifted
up at the pool’s boundaries. Because of its high humidity and
temperature,anairmasswithahighequivalentpotentialtem-
perature becomes rapidly buoyant, creating updrafts. The re-
sulting instabilities at the density current’s leading edge are
shown in Fig. 10, at horizontal coordinates of 360–380 and
500–520km, where cold pool is up to 1% denser than sur-
rounding air. The more stable layer replaces the subcloud
layer, with an equivalent potential temperature anomaly up
to 4–5K. The associated vertical updraft reaches up to 3km
altitude.
Results seems to suggest that density current propagation
is likely the leading factor in triggering new convection at
the MCS boundary, explaining why convective rain is mostly
located along the convective line.
6 Summary and conclusion
In this work we performed idealized and real WRF sim-
ulations in order to study the development of single- and
multiple-cell convective storms in tropical regions and the
way they interact with surface and thermodynamic ﬁelds.
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Results are then compared with in situ measurements, pro-
vided in the framework of ARISE project, by an infrasound
station of the IMS network.
The idealized 2-D model conﬁguration allows for an in-
depth analysis of a single-cell deep convective cloud gener-
ation in a very simpliﬁed and controlled environment. The
initial atmosphere is at rest and convection is kicked off by
a temperature instability (warm bubble) of 2K. The cloud
forms after 7.5min of time integration and grows rapidly
in size, surpassing 12km altitude after 35min. Precipitation
quickly develops after 14min. Cloud dynamics are driven by
a deep convective circulation extending from the boundary
layer to the upper troposphere. The strongest upward veloci-
ties (up to 30ms−1) are observed in the middle of the cloud,
withinthestrongpositivelybuoyantupdraft,generatedbythe
initial warm bubble. At both cloud sides, negatively buoyant
air subsides from cloud top, at about 10ms−1. With increas-
ing time integration, buoyancy is reduced by entrainment of
dry and negatively buoyant air from outside the cloud, as
well as by water loading of precipitation from within the
cloud. The combined effect of these two mechanisms en-
hances downdraft strength, leading to a descending air col-
umn that reaches the ground after 40min of time integration.
Falling down from an altitude up to 7.5km, and with a max-
imum speed of 17ms−1, the downdraft undergoes an adia-
batic increase in temperature and density, enhanced by the
low moisture content (20–40% lower than surrounding air).
The peak of negative buoyancy reaches the PBL after 47min.
In the very last few hundred meters, it is subjected to a vio-
lent diabatic cooling, which induces a sudden temperature
drop and a near-instantaneous density decrease. Two min-
utes later, the colder and denser layer spreads out at ground
level, generating a density current about 500m deep. The
atmospheric response to this strong and rapid temperature
change and density readjustment is a pressure perturbation,
at cold pool leading edges, up to 60Pa. The peak of these
thermodynamic anomalies moves radially outward, to a dis-
tance of 30km away from domain center, where the pressure
anomaly becomes 10 times smaller. The propagation veloc-
ity decreases with increasing distance traveled, from about
34 to 20kmh−1. The denser, colder, dryer and, hence, more
stable layer replaces the former PBL air, which is lifted up,
becoming rapidly unstable and forming new updrafts. As ex-
pected,thearrivalofthecoldpoolisaccompaniedbyastrong
and sudden rise of surface U-wind intensity, up to 15ms−1.
Sensitivity experiments show that the surface wind speed in-
crease is somewhat proportional to the surface density per-
turbation, being stronger in the case of more unstable envi-
ronments. In particular, we ﬁnd that a lapse rate exceeding
3.57Kkm−1 substantially increases the occurrence of rapid
density change, being larger than 10gm−3min−1. In this
case, updrafts at cold pool boundaries are strong enough to
lift air parcels up to their level of free convection. Trigger-
ing of new convection by the spreading cold pool causes the
cloud system to become larger, and allows for continuous
updraft production. We thus observe the genesis of a mul-
ticell convective system, topped by a common anvil with a
horizontal extension of 100km and lifetime of several hours.
In good agreement with Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006),
these results stress the primary role of cold pools in main-
taining and organizing convective dynamics. Density current
occurrence seems to be a leading factor in the transition of
single-cell convective clouds to multicell systems and the de-
velopment of MCS.
The thermodynamics disturbances generated by cold pool
propagation are shown to produce short-period surface pres-
sure anomalies, up to 42Pa in the high-pass ﬁltered signal,
traveling to distances very far from their source. The ﬁltered
signals obtained from these pressure variations are consistent
with those measured by the infrasound sensor of station IS17
during a tropical storm on 2 April 2012. In this case, how-
ever, the maximum amplitude is larger and equal to 100Pa,
as generated by a multicell convective system.
The realistic 3-D simulation, nudged toward ECMWF re-
analysis data, shows that the WRF model is able to repro-
duce, with relatively good accuracy, the dynamical and ther-
modynamical disturbances induced by a real tropical storm
that were registered over the Ivory Coast on 2 April 2012.
In this case, the model domain is composed of three nested
grids. While the smallest grid, centered over the Ivory Coast,
has a horizontal resolution of 3km and no CPS is neces-
sary to resolve convection, the other two use the KF scheme.
The simulated MCS position is consistent with that of the
cloudsystemobservedinsatelliteimages.Temperature,pres-
sure and horizontal wind observations, recorded at ground
level by station IS17, are in good agreement with those sim-
ulated at virtual station VS17. Apart from a time shift be-
tween 30 and 50min, WRF well reproduces the surface tem-
perature evolution during the whole day, its drastic drop at
about 15:30 (16:00 in WRF), the consequent change in wind
ﬁeld (velocity and direction) and the near-simultaneous pres-
sure peak occurrence resolved by the microbarometer. Hori-
zontal and vertical cross sections of temperature and equiv-
alent potential temperature (respectively) show the presence
of a large density current with a vertical depth up to 1.5km.
Similarly to idealized case, we observe the substitution of
the PBL air by a more stable layer, with the development of
strong updraft at the edge of the cold pool.
The overall consistence and similarity between real and
idealized model simulations demonstrates the capability of
a simpliﬁed 2-D model to correctly represent convective dy-
namics and catch the main phase of single- or multicell con-
vective cloud evolution. The surface pressure perturbation,
measured by the IS17 microbarometer in proximity to a trop-
ical storm, is accurately reproduced in both idealized and
real experiments. The good agreement with in situ observa-
tion conﬁrms the reliability of simulated results, identifying
density current propagation as the leading factor in produc-
ing high-frequency pressure peak occurrence. This evidence,
however, does not exclude a more or less direct involvement
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of gravity waves generated by the storm itself through a mass
redistribution. Although the GW contribution in modulating
the ground pressure ﬁeld can be reliably inferred, the quan-
tiﬁcation of their effect exceeds the scope of this study and
will be the object of further research.
The results presented in this paper show a strong and in-
timate link between rainstorm activity and surface pressure
disturbances of relatively short period that propagate radially
from their source. The combined information of at least two
different stations (each of which equipped with four micro-
barometers and able to provide the propagating disturbance
direction) would more precisely localize the position of con-
vective downdraft and quantify the cold pool’s propagation
velocity (shown to be somewhat proportional to the induced
density perturbation and hence to downdraft strength). The
development of an infrasound station network, for constant
monitoring of density current signature in surface pressure,
would then allow for real-time tracking of MCS, which may
open a wide range of future prospects for a continuous and
highly resolved survey of storm activity.
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